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INTRODUCTION
In this note, we relate the size of a base for a primitive permutation
group to its rank with a character-theoretic proof of an elementary general
bound. Along the way, we generalise the well-known ``Brauer trick'' in a
way which may have independent interest. We recall that a base for a
finite primitive permutation group G acting on a set V is a subset D of V
whose pointwise stabilizer is trivial. Our main result is:
THEOREM. Let G be a finite primiti¨ e permutation group of degree n and
rank r, with point stablizer H. Let b be the size of any irredundant base for G
 .  .in this action. Then b F n y 1 r r y 1 . Furthermore, let x be a nontri¨ ial
G  .irreducible constituent of the permutation character Ind 1 , occurring withH
 .multiplicity m in that character. Then b F x 1 rm.
w xRemark. It should be noted that L. Babai 1 has obtained rather strong
bounds for the size of a base for uniprimitive permutation group, and
similar bounds are known for doubly transtive groups by results of Babai
and Pyber.
We first require a variant of the ``Brauer trick.''
LEMMA 1. Let X be a finite group, F be a field, V be a faithful FX-mod-
 .  4ule with C X s 0 . Suppose that X has maximal subgroups M , M , . . . , MV 1 2 t
j t  4such that for 1 F j F t y 1, l M g M , while l M s 1 . Thenis1 i jq1 is1 i X
t   ..  . dim C M F dim V .is1 F V i F
j   ..Proof. We claim that for 1 F j F t,  dim C M Fis1 F V i
  j ..dim C l M . This is clear for j s 1. Suppose it has been estab-F V is1 i
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 k .  .  kq1 .lished for j s k. Then C l M q C M F C l M , whileV is1 i V kq1 V is1 i
 k .  .  k .  .  4C l M l C M F C - M , l M ) s C X s 0 .V is1 i V kq1 V kq1 is1 i V
The lemma follows.
LEMMA 2. Let X be a finite primiti¨ e permutation group with point
stabilizer Y. Then each nontri¨ ial irreducible constituent of the permutation
X  .character Ind 1 is faithful.Y
X  .Proof. Let x be a nontrivial irreducible constituent of Ind 1 . Sup-Y
pose that x is not faithful, and set K s kerx . Then X s KY. Hence
X  . X  .- Ind 1 , Ind 1 )s 1, a contradiction as 1 and x are both con-K Y X
X  . X  .stituents of each of Ind 1 , Ind 1 .K Y
Proof of the Theorem. Since b is then size of an irredundant base for
G, there are conjugates H , H , . . . , H of H such that l j H g H1 2 b is1 i jq1
b  4for 1 F j F b y 1, while l H s 1 .is1 i G
To prove the first claim of the theorem, we apply Lemma 1 with
G  .F s C,G in place of X, with V a CG-module affording Ind 1 y 1. ThenH
  ..  .V is faithful, dim CV H s r y 1, while dim V s n y 1, and LemmaC C
 .1 yields b r y 1 F n y 1, as claimed.
 .To prove the second claim making use of Lemma 2 , we apply Lemma 1
  ..to a CG-module V affording x , and we note that m s dim C H .C V
Remark. I am grateful to I. M. Isaacs for some arguments shortening
my original proof of the first assertion of the theorem.
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